
MEET THE PUPPETS 
 
Here are some of the characters in Puppet Panto.  
 

 
The King 
The King is a Pelican. He is an actor in Puppet Panto and is rather 
forgetful. We are not sure if this is because he is old, or just easily 
distracted!  He is carried around by his faithful servant Clod who makes 
sure he gets where he needs to. The King is very funny as he sometimes 
gets over emotional, or does really bad acting but thinks he is good at it. 
We think he would like to star in a Shakespeare play but are not sure he 
ever will! 
 

 
 
Emmental 
Em is the leader of a band of merry rats who are travelling traders, they 
collect potions and trinkets from across the world to sell on their travels. 
The rats love to sing and have their own wagon, driven by anyone silly 
enough to volunteer. Em has to be in charge, which is sometimes a bit 
much as those rats are quite naughty! 
 
 
 

Valentine 
Valentine is a horse. He is a trained actor who studied at 
RADA - one of England’s top theatre schools. He is the 
director of Puppet Panto and he also wrote the show and 
produced it. He is rather smashing and keeps the whole 
troupe together. He has a lovely rich voice and plays the 
Narrator in the show. Sometimes people think he should 
play a horse but he is too sophisticated for that. He does 

like apples though. 
 
 
The Magic Mirror 
The Puppet Panto troupe are putting on their version of Snow White. The 
Magic Mirror guy says he really is a magic mirror and he lives inside his frame 
all the time. He only comes out when someone needs to know the truth and he 
always tells it. He is really cheeky so you have to be careful what you ask him. 
He does like to sing and is not very sensible considering what his job is. He has 
quite a few friends, who you will see in the show. 
 
 

 


